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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a technique for detecting many recently discovered application vulner- abilities such as SQL injections, cross-

site scripting, and HTTP splitting attacks. These vulnerabilities stem from unchecked input, which is widely recognized as the 

most common source of security vulnerabilities in Web appli- cations. We propose a static analysis approach based on scalable 

and precise points-to analysis. In our system, user-provided specifications of vulnerabilities are auto- matically translated into 

static analyzers. Our approach finds all vulnerabilities matching a specification in the statically analyzed code. Results of our 

static analysis are presented to the user for assessment in an auditing interface integrated within Eclipse, a popular Java devel- 

opment environment.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The security of Web applications has become increas- ingly important in the last decade. More and more Web- based 
enterprise applications deal with sensitive financial and medical data, which, if compromised, in addition to downtime 
can mean millions of dollars in damages. It is crucial to protect these applications from hacker attacks. However, the 
current state of application security leaves much to be desired. The 2002 Computer Crime and Security Survey conducted 
by the Computer Secu- rity Institute and the FBI revealed that, on ma yearly ba- sis, over half of all databases experience 
at least one se-curity breach and an average episode results in close to $4 million in losses . Web servers target Web-
based applications, according to a recent survey . Tra- ditional defense strategies such as firewalls do not pro- tect against 
Web application attacks, as these attacks rely solely on HTTP traffic, which is usually allowed to pass through firewalls 

unhindered. Thus, attackers typically have a direct line to Web applications. Many projects in the past focused on 
guarding against problems caused by the unsafe nature of C, such as buffer overruns and format string vulnerabilities . 
However, in recent years, Java has emerged as the lan- guage of choice for building large complex Web-based systems, 
in part because of language safety features that disallow direct memory access and eliminate problems such as buffer 
overruns. Platforms such as J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition) also promoted the adoption of Java as a language for 
implementing e-commerce applications  

2. CAUSES OF VULNERABILITIES 

Of all vulnerabilities identified in Web applications, problems caused by unchecked input are recognized as being the 
most  common . To exploit unchecked in- put, an attacker needs to achieve two goals: 
Inject malicious data into Web applications. Common methods used include: 

• Parameter tampering: pass specially crafted ma- licious values in fields of HTML forms.  
• URL manipulation: use specially crafted parame- ters to be submitted to the Web application as part of the URL.  
• Hidden field manipulation: set hidden fields of HTML forms in Web pages to malicious values.  
• HTTP header tampering: manipulate parts of HTTP requests sent to the application.  
• Cookie poisoning: place malicious data in cookies, small files sent to Web-based applications. 
Manipulate applications using malicious data. Com- mon methods used include: 
• SQL injection: pass input containing SQL com- mands to a database server for execution. 
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 • Cross-site scripting: exploit applications that out- put unchecked input verbatim to trick the user into executing 
malicious scripts.  
• HTTP response splitting: exploit applications that output input verbatim to perform Web page deface- ments or Web 

cache poisoning attacks.  
• Path traversal: exploit unchecked user input to control which files are accessed on the server.  
• Command injection: exploit user input to execute shell commands. 
These kinds of vulnerabilities are widespread in today’s Web applications. A recent empirical study of vulnera- bilities 
found that parameter tampering, SQL injection, and cross-site scripting attacks account for more than a third of all 
reported Web application vulnerabilities . While different on the surface, all types of attacks listed above are made 
possible by user input that has not been (properly) validated. This set of problems is similar to those handled dynamically 
by the taint mode in Perl , even though our approach is considerably more extensi- ble. We refer to this class of 
vulnerabilities as the tainted object propagation problem. 

2.1 CODE AUDITING FOR SECURITY 

Many attacks des,cribed in the previous section can be detected with code auditing. Code reviews pinpoint potential 
vulnerabilities before an application is run. In fact, most Web application development methodologies recommend a 
security assessment or review step as a sep- arate development phase after testing and before applica- tion deployment . 
Code reviews, while recognized as one of the most effective defense strategies , are time-consuming, costly, and are 
therefore performed infrequently. Secu- rity auditing requires security expertise that most devel- opers do not possess, so 
security reviews are often car- ried out by external security consultants, thus adding to the cost. In addition to this, 

because new security errors are often introduced as old ones are corrected, double- audits (auditing the code twice) is 
highly recommended. The current situation calls for better tools that help de- velopers avoid introducing vulnerabilities 
during the development cycle. 

2.2 STATIC ANALYSIS 

This paper proposes a tool based on a static analy- sis for finding vulnerabilities caused by unchecked in- put. Users of 
the tool can describe vulnerability pat- terns of interest succinctly in PQL , which is an easy- to-use program query 
language with a Java-like syntax. If the data is written to cache then at some point it should also be written to the main 
memory. The timing which is used in this write is known as write policy. 

3. OVERVIEW OF VULNERABILITIES 

 

 In this section we focus on a variety of security vulnerabilities in Web applications that are caused by unchecked input. 
According to an influential survey performed by the Open Web Application Security Project unvalidated input is the 
number one security problem in Web applications. Many such security vulnerabilities have recently been appearing on 
specialized vulnerability tracking sites such as Security Focus and were widely publicized in the technical press . Recent 
reports include SQL injections in Oracle products and cross-site scripting vulnerabilities in Mozilla Firefox . 

 

4. Conclusion 

This paper forms part of the guideline for future work for researchers interested in optimization of memory hierarchy for 

scalable multi core processors, as it presents a survey of all such techniques proposed in recent publications. The 
techniques are also presented along with the comments about their effectiveness.. The effect of the mechanisms and 
policies of operating system on the memory hierarchy, especially the on-chip cache hierarchy is another direction of 
research that can be explored. High coherence traffic gives rise to congestion at the first level cache. Directory-based 
coherence protocols may reduce the overall coherence traffic but this comes with the cost of maintaining the directory 
and keeping it updated. These and other research directions shall be explored in future research. 
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